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Behcet’s disease (BD) is a multi-system, progressive disease which usually presents with oral aphthous and genital ulcers. It 

may involve other organs such as the eyes, joints, nervous and vascular systems. Although the origin of BD is unknown, it is 

proposed that immunological, viral, and toxic factors are responsible. The current study evaluated the oxidant/antioxidant 

balance (redox index) in Behcet’s disease and its correlation with disease activity. Thirty BD patients were enrolled in the study 

based on International Study Group (ISG 1992) criteria. An age- and gender-matched control group was selected from healthy 

hospital staff. In this study, 3, 3, 5, 5 tetramethylbenzene (TMB) was used to determine oxidant/antioxidant balance. In the first 

enzymatic reaction, TBM was oxidized to a colorful cation. In the second chemical reaction, the colorful cation was regenerated 

to a colorless substance. In such way, the redox index was achieved. The redox index was significantly higher in the BD group 

than in the healthy group (P=0.0140). The mean redox index varied significantly in different levels of disease activity and was 

higher in patients with a severe case in comparison with those with a moderate form (P=0.038). There was a positive correlation 

between disease activity and redox index (r=0.450; P=0.013). A positive correlation was observed between the redox index and 

the WBC count in patients (P=0.033). The findings of this study demonstrate the presence of oxidative stress in BD, and the 

severity of BD has a moderately positive correlation with the redox index. 
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Introduction __________________________  
Behcet’s disease (BD) is a multi-systemic disorder. It was 

described by Hulusi Behçet in 1937 [1]. This progressive 

disease presents with oral aphthous and genital ulcers; it 

can involve the eyes, joints, nervous and vascular systems 

[2] and may lead to blindness or other disabilities [3]. 

Disease activity is measured by the severity of clinical 

manifestations; one assessment method is the BDCAF 

(Behcet’s Disease Current Activity Form, 2006) [4]. In this 

study, BD performance in the last 28 days was evaluated 

[4]. BD is currently classified as a vasculitis [2] and is 

diagnosed based on clinical criteria; there is no 

pathognomonic laboratory test [3]. The origin of BD is 

unknown, but immune-based theories, viral and toxic 

factors have been proposed for its pathogenesis [5]. BD is 

a worldwide disorder, but it is most common in Asia and 

along the Mediterranean basin in countries like Iran, 

Turkey, and Iraq [5]. Its incidence varies between 13.5 and 

370 cases in 100,000 people in different countries. Its 

prevalence in Iran is 1 in 6000, and 286 new cases are 

identified each year [6]. Some studies suggest that 

inflammation in BD is associated with cytokine release by 

T helper-1 [7]. High levels of circulating inflammatory 

mediators and interleukin-8 (IL-8) have been reported in 

many studies and correlate with uveitis presentation [8, 9]. 

Various proteins, such as heat shock proteins (HSPs), act 

as a cytoprotectant and an immunomodulator under stress 

conditions and in chronic diseases like Behcet’s [10]. The 

efficacy of anti-tumor necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-α) 

treatment in BD has been evidenced [11]. 

Erythrocyte sedimentation rate and C-reactive protein 

were used to determine the response to treatment in BD 

patients [12]. It is proposed that erythrocytes are more at 

risk of oxidative damage, because they are constantly 

exposed to oxygen. Some studies have shown that lipid 

peroxidation in erythrocytes was increased in BD patients 

[13]. Recently, the role of lipid peroxidation and oxygen 

free radical formation has been confirmed in many chronic 
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diseases, including rheumatoid arthritis, diabetes mellitus, 

and some connective tissue disorders [14]. Some studies 

have revealed that NO plays an important role in the 

pathogenesis of BD. There is some evidence of increased 

lipid peroxidation in BD. Oxidative damage was proposed 

as a probable pathogenesis of BD in 1982 [15]. Increases 

in reactive oxygen species (ROS) and reductions in 

antioxidant levels have been revealed by various studies 

[16]. Other studies have demonstrated that different 

functions of polymorphonuclear leukocytes are influenced 

in BD, such as chemotaxis, phagocytosis, lysosomal 

enzyme activity, and superoxide anion formation [2]. An 

impaired oxidant/anti-oxidant balance leads to tissue 

damage and self-injury [17]. The current study evaluated 

the oxidant/anti-oxidant balance in Behcet’s disease and its 

correlation with disease activity. 

Materials and Methods _________________  
This study was approved by the ethics committee of 

Mashhad University of Medical Sciences. Written consent 

was obtained from all participants, and the study was 

designed according to the tenets of the Declaration of 

Helsinki. 

Patient selection 

Based on previous studies, the sample size in this study was 

estimated using G-power software [18] to be about 29 

cases in each group. Thirty BD patients were selected by 

convenience sampling and enrolled in this study based on 

International Study Group (ISG 1992) criteria [19]. 

Patients with co-morbid chronic diseases and individuals 

who had a recent history of antioxidant usage were 

excluded. The control group was selected from among 

healthy hospital staff members and was gender- and age-

matched with the case group.  

Clinical examination 

All patients were examined by the same rheumatologist. 

Diagnostic criteria proposed by ISG was used. The 

Behcet’s Disease Current Activity Form 2006 

(http://www.behcet.ws/pdf/BehcetsDiseaseActivityForm.

pdf) was completed for each patient. This form assesses the 

10 most common clinical features of BD, which are 

headache, fatigue, oral and genital ulcers, pustules, 

superficial thrombophlebitis or erythema nodosum, 

arthritis and arthralgia, abdominal pain, dysentery, nausea 

and vomiting. Manifestations during the preceding 4 weeks 

were evaluated as an ordinal variable between 0 and 4. 

Only ophthalmic lesions were scored between 1 and 3. 

Total disease activity scores ranged from 0 to 43 with this 

method [20]. The physician’s judgment is important in 

completing this scoring form and estimating the disease 

activity level. 

Oxidant/Anti-oxidant balance measurement  

In this study, the method proposed by Hamidi et al. [21] 

and the arbitrary unit of HK (Hamidi-Koliakos) were 

considered for the assessment of oxidant/anti-oxidant 

balance [22]. Briefly, venous blood samples were obtained 

from both groups (5 cc). All blood samples were kept 

refrigerated at -80°C after centrifuging. All assessments 

were performed in a single, equipped laboratory. To 

determine the oxidant/anti-oxidant balance, ‘3, 3, 5, 5’ 

tetramethylbenzene (TMB) was used. In the first 

enzymatic reaction, TMB was oxidized to a colorful cation. 

In the second chemical reaction, the colorful cation was 

regenerated to a colorless substance. The redox index was 

achieved by measuring the cation concentration using 

absorption spectroscopy at 450 nm with a reference 

wavelength of 620 or 570 nm. 

Statistical analysis 

Data was analyzed using Statistical Package for the Social 

Sciences for Windows (SPSS version 16). A p-value <0.05 

was considered significant. The Independent T test was 

used to compare redox indices between groups, and 

Spearman’s correlation coefficient was used to valuate the 

relationship between disease activity and the redox index. 

Moreover, univariate analysis or regression was used to 

determine how much BD activity is affected by clinical and 

laboratory factors. 

Results ______________________________  
Sixty individuals (30 patients and 30 healthy subjects) were 

enrolled in this study. In both groups, 18 patients (60%) 

were male and 12 (40%) were female. Figure 1 shows the 

mean values of oxidant/anti-oxidant balance in patients and 

controls.  

The redox index was significantly higher in BD patients 

than in the control group (169±43 vs. 144±33, P=0.014). 

Demographic data and laboratory test findings from BD 

patients are summarized in Table 1. 

The mean age of participants was 37.3±8.9 years. Table 

2 shows the characteristics of variables in 3 levels of 

Behcet’s disease current activity (BDCA). 

The redox index mean values varied significantly in 

different levels of disease activity; significantly higher 

values were seen in patients with severe cases of the 

disease compared with those with a moderate form 

(P=0.038). WBC values were also higher in patients with 

the severe form of BD (P=0.016). Table 3 shows the 

correlation between clinical and laboratory factors and 

disease activity. 

There was a positive correlation between BD activity 
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and redox index (r=0.399; P=0.029). A positive correlation 

was also observed between WBC and BDCA (r=0.454; 

P=0.012). Similarly, there was a moderately positive 

correlation between WBC and the redox index in this study 

(Pearson Correlation=0.391; P=0.033). 

Table 4 shows the comparison of BDCA in men and 

women. 

 

 
Fig. 1 The oxidant/ anti-oxidant balance in BD and control groups 

 

Table 1. Characteristics of Variables in BD Group 

 
Mean± SD* or N 

(%) 

Age(Years) 37.33±8.95 

WBC (Count per microliter) 7916.67±1638.56 

ESR(Millimeters per Hour) 16.47±5.59 

Balance (HK unite) 169.82±43.65 

CRP 

+1 

+2 

 

28(93.3%) 

2(6.7%) 

Sex 

Male 

Female 

 

18 (60.0%) 

12 (40.0%) 

Disease Activity (BDCA) 

Mild 

Moderate 

Sever 

 

5 (16.7%) 

23 (76.7%) 

2 (6.7%) 
* Standard deviation, Sample size = 30 

 

Table 2. Comparison of characteristics of variables in three levels of disease activity (BDCA) 

 

BDCA 

P value Mild (n=5) Moderate (n=23) Sever (n=2) 

Mean± SD* or N (%) Mean± SD* or N (%) Mean± SD* or N (%) 

Age (yrs) 34.00±8.75 37.65±9.31 42.00±2.83 0.547** 

WBC (Count/ 

microliter) 
6820.00±1407.84a 7921.74±1420.61a 10600.00±2262.74 0.016** 

ESR (mm/h) 13.60±2.88 16.70±5.61 21.00±9.90 0.272** 

Balance (HK units) 142.23±22.52a 169.92±42.75a 237.69±0.60 0.027** 
* Standard deviation, ** ANOVA, a No significant difference (by Duncan Post Hoc test in level 5%) 

 

Table 3. Relationship between BDCA and Other Variables 

 rho* P-value 

Age -0.106 0.575 

WBC 0.452 0.012 

ESR 0.262 0.162 

Balance 0.399 0.029 
* Spearman correlation coefficient between BDCA and  

any variables 

 

 

Table 4. BDCA is compared between men and women 

 
BDCA  

Mild  

(n=5) 

Moderate 

(n=23) 

Sever 

(n=2) 
 

Sex 

Male 

Female 

 

3 (60.0%) 

2 (40.0%) 

13 (56.5%) 

10 (43.5%) 

2 

(100.0%) 

0 (0.0%) 

0.561* 

 *Chi-square (Monte Carlo) 
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Discussion ____________________________  
Behcet’s disease is a chronic, inflammatory, relapsing 

syndrome. There is no accurate biochemical index to 

indicate disease activity, and laboratory tests such as 

erythrocyte sedimentation rate, leukocyte count, and C-

reactive protein are not specific [23]. The aim of the current 

study was to evaluate the oxidant/anti-oxidant balance 

(redox index) in Behcet’s disease and its correlation with 

disease activity. In recent years, evidence for an 

antioxidant insufficiency in BD have been proposed. In the 

present study, the potential utility of an oxidant/anti-

oxidant imbalance for monitoring BD activity was 

evaluated. Previous studies have concluded that regulation 

of the immune system is implicated in BD patients [7-11]. 

Increasing the levels of immune and inflammatory 

mediators, immunoglobulins, and free oxygen radicals 

supports the theory of an immunologic base for BD [14-

16]. A reduction in free radical scavenging enzymes 

(FRSEs) in BD leads to the insufficient removal of free 

radicals and results in tissue and DNA damage [24]. 

Findings in the current study confirmed a higher 

oxidant/anti-oxidant balance in patients with BD compared 

with healthy people.  

The male/female ratio in the current study was 1:5. 

Other studies found the disease to be more frequent in 

women. This difference might be explained by the sample 

size and detailed selection criteria in this study. It has been 

shown that men present a more severe form of the disease 

[25] as was observed in the present study (Table 4). 

As expected, BD patients had higher ESR and WBC 

levels and positive CRP compared with healthy individuals 

of similar age and gender.  

Although ESR levels were higher in patients with the 

severe form of BD (16 vs. 21; P=0.330), the correlation 

between disease activity and ESR was not confirmed in the 

current study.  

Ozuguz and Şahin showed that the ESR level increases 

in patients with active BD [26, 27]. Another study found a 

significant positive correlation between ESR level and 

disease activity [28]. The difference between the current 

findings and those of previous studies might have occurred 

because of variations in disease duration.  

A study by Joung revealed that a severe clinical course 

of BD is associated with a younger age at diagnosis [29]. 

The current study findings, however, did not confirm this 

result, and the mean ages of various BD forms did not 

differ significantly between groups (mild form: 34 years; 

moderate form: 37 years; severe form: 42 years; P=0.547). 

This difference might be explained by the lack of patients 

who suffered from a more severe from of BD in the current 

study. Furthermore, no correlation between age, gender, 

and disease activity was found in this study.     

The oxidant/anti-oxidant balance was higher in female 

patients than male ones in the present study, but this 

difference was not statistically significant (179 vs. 163; 

P=0.321). This finding may be explained by the higher 

prevalence of the more severe form of BD in women. 

Davatchi showed that only vascular lesions of BD are more 

common in males [7]. Tursen also concluded that multi-

organ involvement is more common in male patients [30]. 

In the present study, the redox index was significantly 

higher in patients with a severe form of the disease, and a 

moderate correlation between BDCA and the redox index 

was observed. 

Various oxidative markers are indicative of oxidative 

stress in BD. Bozkurt showed that total antioxidant status 

(TAS) decreased and the oxidative stress index (OSI) 

increased in BD patients in comparison with healthy 

controls [31]. Ozyazgan revealed that ischemia-modified 

albumin (IMA) and prooxidant-antioxidants balance 

(PAB) are two new markers of oxidative stress in BD. 

Nitric oxide (NO) is another parameter that is elevated in 

BD patients [32]. Harzallah showed a negative correlation 

between plasma malondialdehyde (MDA) and BD activity 

and duration [33]. 

The current study showed a positive correlation 

between WBC as an inflammatory marker and the redox 

index in patients with BD. This emphasizes the role of 

polymorphonuclear cell inflammatory activities in patients 

with BD as shown in previous studies, such as those by 

Shahneh, Kose, and Verity [8, 34, 35]. 

The current results revealed that the redox index can be 

used as a key marker for follow up in patients with BD and 

can identify the active phase of the disease. The 

oxidant/anti-oxidant balance measurement can be 

performed faster and is more accurate than nonspecific 

tests such as ESR and CRP.  

The main limitation of the current study was that no 

cost effectiveness evaluation of redox index analysis 

compared with other oxidative parameters such as TAS 

was performed. Thus, further studies are needed to select 

the most reliable and accurate marker of oxidative stress in 

BD patients which is associated with disease activity and 

prognosis. Considering the oxidative status of patients with 

Behcet’s disease can be helpful for selecting the optimal 

therapeutic approach.  

In conclusion, the current findings demonstrate the 

presence of oxidative stress in BD and propose a 

correlation between the severity of BD and the 

oxidant/anti-oxidant balance. 
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